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ABSTRACT
Student conceptions about program “efficiency” shape their ap-

proach to programming and problem-solving. However, we know

very little about the kinds of conceptions students have on entry

into post-secondary education. In this paper we present the result

of multiple iterations of a study where we ask students to rank

programs on efficiency. We find students have several misconcep-

tions across the iterations. We attempt to employ two standard

techniques for puncturing people’s illusions of understanding, but

both have only limited success: students have strongly-held opin-

ions despite their frequent errors. Post-secondary education about

program efficiency needs to take much more account of students’

pre-conceptions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Programmers often want efficient programs. To increase efficiency,

they make both design and coding decisions. Therefore, it is im-

portant that their conceptions about efficiency be accurate. This is

especially important because their conceptions factor into program

design, as a recent paper [7, §3.2] shows. In particular, on grounds
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of efficiency, students rejected program structures that earlier work

by Fisler [6] showed generally produced more correct programs.

These student opinions are reported as somewhat surprising,

because most of the students had little prior computing experience,

and the instructor stated that they do not discuss performance

(and indeed dissuaded students from dwelling on it). In addition, as

novices, the students have little understanding of implementation

details, which can significantly alter performance (even changing

asymptotic performance).

In this paper, we attempt to investigate this phenomenon more

closely.Wewant to knowwhat pre-conceptions students have about

performance efficiency, and if these are wrong, whether standard

techniques from other domains can help students overcome them.

We design and apply instruments to students who are (mostly) start-

ing post-secondary education but have had non-trivial secondary

school computing experience. We do so because we believe the out-

comes could inform what should and perhaps should not be covered
in secondary school curricula, a topic that has not received much

coverage from the perspective of the effects on post-secondary

education.

Due to space limitations, we are forced to leave out many details.
Instead, we have provided the material needed to judge the work and
learn its important lessons. To aid reproducibility, every section has
a corresponding appendix, which provides the full details. The paper
provides the appendix as a supplemental document.

2 THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR
INTERVENTIONS

The education literature makes clear [1, 10, 14] that direct instruc-

tion alone is unlikely to overcome misconceptions; activities that

are more learner-centric are much more likely to be effective. Our

work draws on two theories for tackling problematic beliefs.

The Illusion of Explanatory Depth. People generally do not un-

derstand how things work as well as they think they do. This was

originally demonstrated by Rozenblit and Keil [13], who punctured

people’s illusion of understanding of how several common objects

worked simply by asking them to explain. Subjects were first asked

how well they understood how the objects worked and then to

explain how they worked in as much detail as they could. For the

most part, people were unable to construct anything resembling a

reasonable explanation, revealing to themselves that they did not

understand as well as they thought they had. Thus, when they were
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again asked how well they understood how the objects worked,

their judgments were lower, showing that subjects themselves real-

ized they did not understand as well as they had thought they did.

The authors referred to this finding as the illusion of explanatory

depth (IoED). This phenomenon is seen across numerous domains.

Refutation Texts. Another promising avenue is the line of work

starting from Posner et al. [12]. It presents a theory of conceptual

change, at the heart of which is the refutation text. A refutation text

tackles the misconception directly, providing a refutation for the

incorrect idea. A recent study [20] showed their effectiveness in

physics; we use this study’s guidance in the design of our refutation

text.

3 RELATEDWORK
We know of only two papers that are closely related to our work. In

a “commonsense computing” paper, McCartney, et al. [11] discuss

algorithm efficiency. Students are given a problem and two semanti-

cally equivalent solutions, which they must choose between. Their

responses are coded on multiple dimensions, the most relevant to

us being how they interpreted the “fewest”. These are clustered into

conventional algorithm analysis categories such as “better worst-

case” and “better average-case”. Thus, there are many differences

between this work and ours (it is over an abstract solution, not code;

it focuses on conventional computational complexity; and it has

no intervention). Still, it provides useful insight into how students

think about computational complexity before formal training.

Most closely related is work by Gal-Ezer and Zur [8], who study

late secondary-school students learning computer science. Their

work predefines “efficiency” to be in terms of number of executed

instructions. Based on work by Stavy and Tirosh [15], it hypothe-

sizes that students will be thrown off by shallow syntactic criteria

(e.g., program length). Its main study instrument is pairs of pro-

grams that are semantically identical but that vary syntactically

according to these criteria. These are set up to trigger the hypoth-

esized misconceptions, and the paper confirms that students do

indeed exhibit these mistakes. (Similar findings are echoed in our

work.)

Our work differs from this work in a few important ways. First,

we do not fix what efficiency means; rather, we wish to learn how

students have conceptualized it. Second, we use feedback from one

iteration to enrich our study on the next round. Third, we choose

a linguistic setting where students are much less likely to have

experience and actual knowledge. Fourth, we choose programs that

are actually equal or cannot be told apart with the given information.

Finally, and most significantly, we create interventions around a

collection of techniques well-grounded in cognitive science and

educational psychology to overcome students’ misconceptions, and

evaluate the utility of those methods.

Additional but less-related work is discussed in appendix A.

4 STUDY CONTEXT
Our study was conducted at a highly-selective private university

in the USA. The student subjects took an accelerated introduction

to computer science, which covers much of the material of the

first-year sequences at the university. Though self-contained and

open to everyone, the class was primarily designed to provide an

intensive experience for students with prior computing experience.

Students therefore placed into it through a month-long placement

process in the summer, during which they were expected to read

How to Design Programs [4] and implement a variety of exercises

(while obtaining assistance through an on-line message board).

Once the semester began, students learned big-O time analysis

and applied it to a variety of algorithms over lists, sets, trees, and

dags, working up to basic graph algorithms. Students primarily

programmed functionally.

5 STUDY ORGANIZATION
Our study was conducted over two separate years. The Summer

2020 data are labeled S20. We already saw the problematic phe-

nomena that are at the heart of this paper. Our intent was to give

students a refutation text and perform the study again. However,

due to the stresses of virtual instruction and COVID, we were al-

ready trying to reduce work in the course, and hence opted to not

perform a second round. In Summer 2021 (labeled S21-1), we con-

ducted the study the second time. This study largely confirmed

our earlier findings. On this iteration, we presented our students

with the refutation texts during the course (in the Fall semester),

and asked them to do the study one more time (but, because it was

near the end of the semester, the second administration was made

optional). These data are labeled F21-2.

6 STUDY POPULATION
In 2020, a total of 172 students completed the study. In 2021, 60

students contributed to S21-1 and 31 students to F21-2. The sharp

discrepancy in numbers across the years is because of the way

the institution restructured learning due to COVID-19. The lower

number in F21-2 is because participation was left optional due to

being late in the semester. We did not collect demographics for

F21-2 to reduce student burden and because this group is a subset

of S21-1.

Most students were new to post-secondary education. In 2020,

due to a COVID-induced restructuring of courses, 78% were incom-

ing, 14% had finished up to one year, and 8% had finished more than

one year. In 2021, more typically of the course, 95% were incoming.

Most students in the study had prior computing background.

The percentages below are slightly approximate because in some

cases students wrote in answers that required interpretation. In

terms of US Advanced Placement computer science, 37% in 2020

and 33% in 2021 had not taken an AP exam, but it is worth noting

that several students may not have had the opportunity (due to

being international, studying at a school that did not offer it, etc.).

Over half of all respondents in both years had taken the AP CS A

exam, which is considered more programming-oriented than AP

CS Principles. Across the years, over 40% indicated knowledge of

Web/JavaScript, over 45% a block-based language, over 68% Python,

over 71% Java, over 26% C/C++, over 23% a statistical language,

and 8% a Lispy language. Very few (3-4%) reported having no prior

programming background at all.

In short, the population is mostly students who have had a non-

trivial amount of prior computer science, and are hence being ex-

posed to attitudes before entry. Students were asked where they had

“gotten opinions on program efficiency from”. The leading answers
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(not mutually exclusive) were past teachers (52% in 2021, 33% in

2022), Web discussion sites (42% and 30%), classmates and friends

(24% and 13%), and family (7% and 5%). In contrast, 22% and 43%

respectively said “I don’t really have any”.

7 STUDY PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
All our studies were conducted using programs written in the

Racket programming language [5]. The placement process required

students to use Racket alongside the course book [4]. At the point of

S20 and S21-1, students had used Racket for about four weeks. After

this, they did not see Racket again, so F21-2 students were referring

back to a language they had not seen in over three months.

The use of Racket is not entirely incidental. It is already used

in part because of its connection to the aforementioned book, but

also because most students don’t know it coming in: very few

students (section 6) had any prior exposure to it (note that the 8%

includes several Lispy languages). Therefore, this avoids giving

most students a significant advantage over the others. Similarly, it

offers numerous advantages in the context of this study:

• Because of their lack of prior exposure, they are unlikely to

have strong prior knowledge about it. A vastly more popular

language, like Java or Python, would have many more con-

founding factors based on what students had been taught

previously.

• Students have little to no prior exposure to functional pro-

gramming, and both the placement and course were pri-

marily functional. Given that functional programming is

generally perceived to be “different” from imperative or

object-oriented programming, this would likely reduce the

pre-conceptions they applied to Racket.

• Racket is syntactically distinctive (with a parenthetical, Lisp-

inspired syntax), so it is unlikely to remind them too closely

of languages they had programmed in before, which could

otherwise have had some confounding recall effects.

Arguments for not using a made-up pseudocode are provided in

appendix B.

8 STUDY INSTRUMENTS
Students were given three sets of behaviorally identical programs,

followed by questions designed to learn about student perceptions.

The programs are shown in fig. 1, fig. 2, and fig. 3. The programs

satisfy different purposes. The first set examines student beliefs

about fine-grained behavior. The second checks their impression

about built-in functions. The third does the same, but specifically

for built-in higher-order functions.

What matters for the purpose of this study is that these programs

are effectively also all identical (or at least not reliably distinguish-

able) in terms of their execution time. For the benefit of the reader

not familiar with Racket or performance considerations, a full ex-

planation of these program texts is provided in appendix C.

In general, students were given sets of programs and asked to

pair-wise indicate which they thought was “more efficient”. In S20

they saw only sets 1 and 2, and set 1 had only (A) and (B). S21-1

and F21-2 used all the programs.

After making their initial estimate, students were asked to ex-

plain their choices. In S20, they were told to “take into account the

transformations a compiler performs on code and the optimizations

an architecture performs during execution that would apply in this

setting”, with the hope this would trigger their IoED. After they

had done so, they were asked to rate their programs again, with

the hope we would see results from this triggering. When we saw

that the S20 students ignored the details of this prompt, in S21-1,

we instead gave them a concrete list of 18 different compiler opti-

mizations, most of which they (as expected) did not know, to more

directly trigger their IoED.

For F21-2, instead of using IoED, we used refutation texts. These

were shared with them right after the conclusion of S21-1, and

again before F21-2, and also linked to the study instrument. Below

we give one illustrative example of a refutation text entry:

Belief [LENGTH]: A line of code takes a single unit

(constant) amount of time to run.

Status: Not necessarily true!

Explanation: It depends on what code is on that line.

Think about the most extreme case: you can write an

infinite loop in one line; do you think an infinite loop

finishes in one unit of time? Actually, it doesn’t finish

at all! In short, fewer lines of code don’t necessarily

run faster than more lines. A function call on that line

means it could take a long time.

Full details of how the study versions differed are in appendix C,

and the full refutation text is in appendix J.

9 ANALYSIS METHODS
The program comparisons are easy to summarize directly, and to

compare against ground truth. However, two questions—one on

their conception of efficiency, and the other on their explanation for

their program comparisons—asked for free-form text. We therefore

generated rubrics for assessing these. In both cases, two authors

revised the rubric and computed Cohen’s ^ [2] for inter-rater relia-

bility. The rubric for efficiency comparisons is shown in fig. 4 and

obtained a ^ of 0.88 after two iterations. The rubric for program

textual explanations is shown in fig. 5 and obtained ^ of 0.839 after

five iterations. More detail about the creation of the rubrics is given

in appendix D.

10 FINDINGS: CONCEPTIONS ABOUT
“EFFICIENCY”

Figure 4 shows both the rubric and counts of student conceptions

about efficiency. Students largely associate efficiency with running

time, and to a lesser extent with the number of steps and with

space usage. Students who referenced correctness did so in the

context of improving performance (i.e., making a program faster

without changing its correctness). Some students also referred to

other syntactic criteria such as readability and writability. A few

referenced power consumption. Appendix E discusses some of the

differences (e.g., why twomonths of the course could have impacted,

for instance, the drop in step and growth in time), but in general

these numbers are quite instructive.
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(A) (B) (C)
(define (f x) (define (f x) (define (f x)
(cond (cond (cond

[(empty? x) P] [(empty? x) P] [(empty? x) P]
[(empty? (rest x)) Q] [(cons? x) [else
[else R])) (if (empty? (rest x)) (if (empty? (rest x))

Q Q
R)])) R)]))

Figure 1: Program Set 1

(A) (B)
(define (len l)

(cond
[(empty? l) 0] (define (f g)
[(cons? l) (+ 1 (len (rest l)))])) ;; length is built-in and

;; produces the same answer as `len`
(define (f g) (loop ... (length g) ...))

(loop ... (len g) ...))

Figure 2: Program Set 2

Suppose L is bound to a list of numbers:

(A) (B)
(define (sum l) (foldr + 0 L)

(cond
[(empty? l) 0]
[(cons? l) (+ (first l) (sum (rest l)))]))

(sum L)

Figure 3: Program Set 3

Code Explanation S20 S21-1 F21-2

step Mentions computational steps 40.2% 25.8% 11.3%

time Mentions time/speed 66.4% 78.8% 87.1%

mem Mentions memory 26.5% 40.9% 58.1%

corr Mentions correctness 10.7% 12.1% 6.5%

code Mentions amount of code 13.7% 4.5% 3.2%

misc Mentions some other interesting point 17.0% 18.2% 25.8%

read Mentions readability or comprehensibility 8.0% 0.0% 12.9%

writ Mentions how easy the code is to write or otherwise work with 5.1% 1.5% 8.1%

pow Mentions processing power, computational power, or energy 3.6% 6.1% 17.7%

Figure 4: Rubric for Student “Efficiency” Conceptions

11 FINDINGS: PROGRAM RANKINGS
We have numerous tables (nine in all) that give the detailed findings;

they are all given in appendix F. However, these are not only not

necessary, they may also obscure the central message, which we

summarize here.

Keep in mind that the programs are essentially identical (sec-

tion 8), but also that students do not know much about them (sec-

tion 7). As a result, there are basically two answers that we expect

from correct student rankings: that the programs are Equal or that

the students don’t know (IDK, short for “I don’t know”).

In contrast, student responses were uniformly off and highly

problematic. In S20, the highest Equal response was 29% and high-
est IDK was 20%. Worse, the written activity, which should have

triggered their IoED, had no impact.

In S21-1, their initial answers (with one exception, noted be-

low) were similar: the highest Equal was 31% (but as low as 11%)

and highest IDK was 20% (but as low as 0%). The only exception
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Code Explanation S20 S21-1 F21-2

bigo References big-O when evaluating program efficiency 4.4% 17.7% 1.8%

bado Makes mistaken and/or fallacious big-O arguments 0.8% 5.4% 0.0%

okay Big-O rationalization is correct (though it may be weak) if we were to take their

assumptions to be true

3.6% 12.3% 1.8%

step Considers number of operations (implicitly or explicitly) when evaluating pro-

gram efficiency

42.8% 48.5% 25.4%

bltn Evaluation of efficiency relies on assumptions about builtin implementations 34.3% 67.7% 50.0%

wysi Assumes that source code corresponds directly to executed codewithout potential

compiler modification(s)

41.5% 73.1% 50.9%

comp Evaluation of efficiency relies on assumptions about compiler behavior 28.8% 6.2% 3.5%

rckt Specifically mentions Racket in evaluation 4.4% 2.5% 16.7%

elgn Used style, succinctness, elegance, or “follow-ability” of a solution to assess its

efficiency

11.6% 12.5% 4.4%

unkn References lack of knowledge with regards to builtin implementations and/or

compiler behavior

13.7% 24.6% 51.8%

Figure 5: Rubric for Student Efficiency Explanations

was program pair 1(A)–1(C) (which was only introduced in 2021),

which is exactly the same program after desugaring. 63% saw it

as identical, but 35% did not; in particular, 26% were misled by the

longer syntactic length (echoing [8] and [15]). Students were then

asked to indicate which compiler optimizations they knew. 80%

knew none; only two were chosen by three students. That is, most

students admitted to little or no knowledge of the inner workings

of programming language implementations. Despite this, when

asked to rank the same programs again, their results barely shifted;

in fact, the highest IDK went down to 14%, and even the Equal

for pair 1(A)–1(C) went down to 57%. This is the opposite of what

we would expect if IoED were triggered. Students were also asked

to list their confidence on a 7-point Likert-like scale. Again, after

being confronted with a long list of compiler optimizations that

they indicated they did not know, students seem to have increased
in their confidence in assessing efficiency.

In F21-2, we see much greater rates of Equal (23–58% for the rest,

and 71% for 1(A)–1(C)) as well as of IDK (16–32%). There are many

factors that may explain this: a semester of sophisticated computer

science; extensive use of big-O (which, though they were told to

not use in this study, may have lurked in their assessment, resulting

in greater Equal scores); and of course the refutation texts. We have

not attempted to tease apart these factors. Still, it is worth noting

the bottom-line: students confidently perceive all sorts of performance
differences that don’t exist!

12 FINDINGS: RANKING EXPLANATIONS
Recall that students were also asked to provide written explanations

for their rankings. Figure 5 shows both the rubric and counts of

responses. Counts are aggregated across all pairwise comparisons

for simplicity. While this loses some precision, our goal here is to

study general phenomena.

We find the following points most significant. Unsurprisingly,

non-trivial numbers of students “count steps” for evaluating pro-

gram efficiency, but that reduces dramatically in F21-2. Our best

explanation for this is that they have spent a whole semester in func-

tional programming, where programs have non-trivial expressions—

and often just one in a function body—rather than “lines” of impera-

tive code. Nevertheless, many of them have a “what you see is what

you get” (wysi) interpretation; few of them seem to understand

that the compiler is capable of having a small or even large impact

on the generated program, even when confronted with a long list

of alien terms. They are nevertheless quite confident about small

syntactic differences (like between 1A and 1B) having a meaningful

effect. Relatively few students use non-performance measures like

elegance when analyzing efficiency, but more do than one might

initially expect.

Again, there is much more one can examine and discuss. In

particular, there are salient figures in the table above that could

benefit from further explanation. Appendix G provides these.

13 THREATS TO VALIDITY
This work naturally has many threats to validity. We summarize

them below, with elaboration in appendix H.

In terms of internal validity, we have notable differences in pop-

ulations across years, and only a subset of S21-1 also took F21-2.

These make some comparisons across these instances tricky. In par-

ticular, having similar populations might alter some of the ratios:

seemingly problematic differences might disappear, while seeming

non-differences may now stand out. We also showed students the

same pairs of programs, which could cause view entrenchment;

isomorphic programs may help, though they may also cause other

issues (as seen, for instance, in variants [3, 16] of the Wason selec-

tion task [19]), making the results hard to reason about. We have

also sampled students on very few programs.

There are many factors that affect the external validity of our

findings: choice of language, non-standard pedagogy (section 4),

student population, etc. The fact that many of our students have

completed (and probably done well) on AP-like exams might make

them overconfident.
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In terms of ecological validity, the “programs” in our instruments

are not actually programs but rather templates with placeholders.

When given real and full programs, students would naturally sim-

ply be able to run and measure them, especially if their primary

efficiency concern is a physical quantity such as time or memory.

14 DISCUSSION
We conclude with some discussion points. We provide additional

discussion points in appendix I.

Transfer. We wonder about the impact of students’ experiences

with the world they live in and the material they learn in courses.

Consider, for instance, a typical algorithmic topic: binary search,

and a proof that logarithmic complexity is a lower bound. Yet many

students have spent a decade or more using search engines, which

clearly respond in constant time even as the Web keeps growing.

How do students reconcile these phenomena? Do they fail to even

make a connection (a form of failure to transfer [17])?

Is Counting Steps Harmful? Students are pressured to count steps

at a potentially unhelpful level. For instance, as of this writing,

the very earliest Code.org curriculum—“Pre-reader Express” for

Ages 4–8—will, as early as Puzzle 7 in Lesson 2, give feedback about

extraneous (but functionally harmless) blocks: e.g., Congratulations!
You completed Puzzle 7. (However, you could have used only 3 blocks.)
This is the only criterion (beyond correctness) applied to programs.

We believe it is unhealthy to prematurely instill poor optimization

ideas, and know of no research supporting it. Similarly, the Ask-

Elle tutor [9] pushes students away from a quadratic solution even

when a student is still learning the basics.

Absolving the Sin of Poor Efficiency. Anecdotally, along the lines

of what [7] report, we have seen students exhibit strong resistance

to certain program structures that they perceive as “wasteful” (in

particular, ones that traverse a compound datum—such as a list—

more than once). Curiously, we have seen that giving students some

information about compiler optimizations such as deforestation [18]

(which merges multiple traversals into one) significantly changes

their perception. On its own, this is not surprising. However, this

change persists even when they are told that the compiler they are

using does not perform this optimization! This suggests that their

performance conceptions are actually even more complicated than

this paper’s analysis suggests.

The Confidence to Not Know. We find it notable that students

seem to generally be reluctant to say that they do not know an

answer. There are many phenomena that could be at work here.

Students in general may not be accustomed to their educational

system giving them questions that don’t have clear answers, and

thus may have felt some pressure to guess. (However, this should

have been reflected in lower confidence numbers, which it did not!

That suggests this is only a partial explanation.) It is also possible

that our student population is stubborn in all respects, not only on

program efficiency, and hence somewhat impervious to IoED. Their

strong high-school preparation may have also given them inflated

confidence. Finally, they may also subtly mirror the university’s

admissions processes, which may (inadvertently) select for students

who express confidence, even when misplaced!
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